Abstract. Normality equations describe Newtonian dynamical systems admitting normal shift of hypersurfaces. These equations were first derived in Euclidean geometry. Then very soon they were rederived in Riemannian and in Finslerian geometry. Recently I have found that normality equations can be derived in geometry given by classical and/or generalized Legendre transformation. However, in this case they appear to be written in p-representation, i. e. in terms of momentum covector and its components. The goal of present paper is to transform normality equations back to v-representation, which is more natural for Newtonian dynamical systems.
Newtonian dynamical systems in velocity and momentum representations.
Traditionally first section of a paper is introduction. However for this paper it would be rather large. The matter is that theory of Newtonian dynamical systems admitting normal shift was discovered and was initially developed by me and my students (see papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and theses [15] and [16] ). Last few years it is developed by me alone (see papers [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] ). In order to make easy reading my paper for people incognizant of this theory I have broken introductory information into several parts, each with its own title. In sections 1-5 below I give all necessary definitions along with historical overview, and I resume in brief results of previous paper [26] .
Newtonian dynamical system describes the motion of mass point with unit mass according to Newton's second law. It is given by ordinary differential equationṡ
where Φ i = Φ i (x 1 , . . . , x n , v 1 , . . . , v n ). In geometric interpretation of differential equations (1.1) variables x 1 , . . . , x n are interpreted as coordinates of moving point p = p(t) of some n-dimensional manifold M in a local chart of this manifold. Variables v 1 , . . . , v n are components of velocity vector v tangent to M at the point p = p(t). Pair q = (p, v) composed by a point p ∈ M and by some tangent vector v ∈ T p (M ) is a point of tangent bundle T M . In such interpretation dynamical system (1.1) describes not only a moving mass point, but arbitrary mechanical system with holonomic constraints, i. e. any machine with numerous moving parts joined by cardan joints, thumbscrews, tooth gearings and so on (see details in
Chapter II of thesis [15] ). In mechanics base manifold M is called configuration space, while tangent bundle T M is called phase space.
In some cases cotangent bundle T * M is used as phase space of dynamical system. Its point q = (p, p) is a pair of point p ∈ M and momentum covector p ∈ T * p (M ). Hamiltonian dynamical systems form an example:
Here H = H(x 1 , . . . , x n , p 1 , . . . , p n ) is Hamilton function. Each Hamiltonian dynamical system (1.2) is related to some Lagrangian dynamical systeṁ
with lagrange function L = L(x 1 , . . . , x n , v 1 , . . . , v n ). Dynamical systems (1.2) and (1.3) are related to each other by means of Legendre transformation λ and its inverse map λ −1 (see book [27] for more details):
Nonlinear fiber-preserving maps (1.4) are given by formulas
Note that if Legendre transformation (1.5) is diffeomorphic (at least locally), then (1.3) is a special case of Newtonian dynamical system (1.1). Indeed, functions Φ i for (1.3) are determined implicitly through Lagrange function L:
However, not all Newtonian dynamical systems (1.1) can be represented in Lagrangian form (1.3) . Therefore in [26] we considered more general fiber-preserving maps (1.4). We keep symbols λ and λ −1 for them. First is given as follows: (1.7)
For the sake of simplicity we shall assume generalized Legendre maps (1.4) given by functions (1.6) and (1.7) in local chart to be establishing diffeomorphism of T M and T * M such that zero maps to zero in each fiber of these two bundles. Now let's treat (1.7) as change of variables. Substituting (1.7) into differential equations (1.1), we can transform them to the following ones:
Here functions V i = V i (x 1 , . . . , x n , p 1 , . . . , p n ) are given by (1.7), while functions Θ i = Θ i (x 1 , . . . , x n , p 1 , . . . , p n ) form another set of n functions. They are determined implicitly through function Φ 1 , . . . , Φ n in (1.1) by the following equation:
If the equations (1.9) are fulfilled, then both (1.1) and (1.8) express the same dynamics, but in different representations: (1.8) is called momentum representation or p-representation for Newtonian dynamical system (1.1), while (1.1) is called velocity representation or v-representation for Newtonian dynamical system (1.8) . Concluding this section, note that (1.9) can be written as
(1.10) Formula (1.10) is more explicit with respect to functions Θ 1 , . . . , Θ n in (1.8).
Extended tensor fields.
Extended tensor fields are closely related to generalized Legendre maps (1.4). Indeed, functions (1.6) are components covector L ⊂ T * p (M ). However, unlike to components of traditional covector field, they depend not only on coordinates of point p ∈ M , but also on components of velocity vector v ∈ T p (M ). Pair q = (p, v) is a point of T M . Therefore L is extended covector field in v-representation (see definition below). In a similar way, functions (1.7) are components of extended vector field V in p-representation.
At each point p of base manifold M one can define tensor space T r s (p, M ). This is the following tensor product of several copies of T p (M ) and T * p (M ):
Each extended tensor field can be transformed from v to p-representation and back from p to v-representation by changing its argument. We use generalized Legendre maps (1.4) for this purpose. Extended covector field L and extended vector field V defining these two maps are also examples of extended tensor fields in v and p-representations respectively. Like traditional tensor fields, extended tensor field X in local chart are represented by its components:
Definition 2.3. Extended tensor field X is called smooth if its components in any local chart of the manifold M are smooth functions of their arguments.
Let's denote by T r s (M ) the set of smooth extended tensor fields of type (r, s) either in v or in p-representation. They form a module over the ring of smooth scalar functions in T M or in T * M , we denote these rings by F(T M ) and F(T * M ) respectively. Then we can define the following direct sum:
This direct sum (2.2) is a graded algebra over one of these two rings. It is called extended algebra of tensor fields. In T(M ) we have all standard tensorial operations like summation, multiplication by scalars, tensor product, and contraction. Apart from these algebraic operations, in T(M ) we have canonical vertical differentiation∇. In v-representation it can be defined by the following formula:
For extended tensor field X in p-representation we have formula similar to (2.3):
Canonical vertical differentiation does not commute with generalized legendre transformation λ. Here we have the following relationships:
By g qk and g qk in (2.5) and (2.6) we denote Jacobi matrices for maps (1.4):
Matrices (2.7) are inverse to each other in the sense of the following equalities:
Extended tensor fields (2.7) are non-symmetric. But nevertheless, looking to (2.5), (2.6), and (2.8), we conclude that they are analogs of metric tensor and dual metric tensor in Riemannian geometry.
Extended connections and horizontal covariant derivatives.
Normality equations we are going to study below are written in terms of covariant derivatives (see [26] ). Apart from (2.4), there another covariant derivative is used. When applied to extended tensor field X in p-representation, it acts as follows:
Here Γ k ij are components of some extended affine connection 1 in p-representation:
Covariant differentiation ∇ in T(M ) determined by extended affine connection (3.2) in formula (3.1) is called horizontal covariant differentiation. It is not canonical since it depends on the choice of Γ. Now we shall not discuss the concept of extended affine connection (see [26] and Chapter III of thesis [15] ). Note only that by means of generalized Legendre map λ we can transform its components (3.2) to v-representation:
Using (3.3), one can define horizontal covariant differentiation in v-representation:
Horizontal covariant differentiation ∇ also does not commute with generalized Le-1 Below we consider only symmetric connections Γ k ij = Γ k ji . This is sufficient for our purposes.
gendre map λ. Here for differentiation ∇ we have the following relationships:
These relationships (3.5) and (3.6) for ∇ are analogs of relationships (2.5) and (2.6). 
In a similar way we replace time derivativeṗ i in (1.8) by covariant time derivative
For this purpose we need components of Γ in p-representation (3.2). Relying upon (4.1) and (4.2) we replace functions Φ i and Θ i by functions F i and Q i as follows:
3)
In terms or these newly introduced functions (4.3), (4.4) and covariant derivatives (4.1), (4.2) differential equations (1.1) and (1.8) are rewritten aṡ
5)
We say that (4.5) and (4.6) are tensorial form of differential equations of Newtonian dynamics in v-representation and p-representation respectively. Indeed, functions (4.5) are components of extended vector field F. It is called force vector of Newtonian dynamical system (4.5). Functions
It is called force covector of Newtonian dynamical system (4.6).
Normal shift and normality equations.
In Euclidean and in Riemannian geometry normal shift is a continuous deformation of hypersurface when each its point moves along some trajectory and moving hypersurface in whole keeps orthogonality to trajectories of all its points. This means that normal vector of moving hypersurface is always collinear to tangent vector of shift trajectory. The same is true in Finslerian geometry (see Chapter VIII of thesis [15] ). In non-metric geometries one cannot define normal vector of hypersurface. But here one can define normal covector. This is key idea of papers [24] , [25] , and [26] . Let σ be some hypersurface in M and let p ∈ σ be a point of σ. Then T p (σ) is a hyperplane in tangent space T p (M ). Denote by n any nonzero covector in T * p (M ) whose null-space coincides with T p (σ):
By angular brackets in (5.1) we denote scalar product of vector X and covector n:
Covector n = n(p) is determined by the condition (5.1) uniquely up to some nonzero scalar factor: n → ν ·n. It is called normal covector of hypersurface σ at the point p. One can choose n = n(p) to be smooth covector function on σ (at least locally in some neighborhood of any point). Now we can associate with σ the following initial data for Newtonian dynamical system (1.8) in p-representation:
Let's fix some point p 0 ∈ σ. Smooth normal covector n = n(p) of hypersurface σ is defined in some neighborhood of the point p 0 . For scalar factor ν = ν(p) in (5.3) we shall assume it to be smooth nonzero function in some possibly smaller neighborhood of the point p 0 normalized by the condition
where ν 0 = 0 is some arbitrary predefined constant. We can apply initial data (5.3) to Newtonian dynamical system given either by differential equations (1.8) or (4.6). This initiates motion of hypersurface σ (or its smaller part including our fixed point p 0 ) when all points are moving along trajectories of this dynamical system. We say that dynamical system admits normal shift of hypersurfaces in M if it satisfies strong normality condition stated in definition 5.2. It is clear that when applied to Newtonian dynamical system (4.6), strong normality condition yields some restrictions for the functions V 1 , . . . , V n and Q 1 , . . . , Q n in (4.6). In [26] it was shown that these restrictions are written in form of so called normality equations for these functions. In order to write them we need to introduce several auxiliary extended tensor fields. First is a vector field W with components
This vector field is used to define projector-valued operator field P with components
where Ω is a scalar field defined as scalar product of covector p and vector W:
(compare with (5.2)). Next is covector field U. Its components are given by formula
Formulas for vector field α and covector field β are more complicated:
(5.9)
Here in (5.9) and (5.10) we see components of two curvature tensors D and R:
Tensor D is dynamic curvature tensor. It is nonzero only for extended connections. As for tensor R, it is analog of standard curvature tensor:
Covector field η is defined by the following formula for its components:
As it was shown in [26] in multidimensional case n = dim M 3 complete system of normality equations naturally subdivides into two parts. First part is formed by so called weak normality equations. Relying upon all the above notations (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), (5.11), (5.12), and (5.13), now we are able to write weak normality equations in a very concise form:
Inspecting (5.14) with all the above notations in mind, one can find that weak normality equations form a system of 2n partial differential equations for components of two fields: extended vector field V and extended covector field Q. But rank of projection operator P is n − 1. Therefore actual number of independent equations in (5.14) is equal to 2n − 2. Second part of normality equations in multidimensional case n = dim M 3 is formed by so called additional normality equations. In order to write them we need to use some more auxiliary notations:
Here A rs , B r s , and C rs are components of three extended tensor fields A, B, and C respectively. Now, using (5.15), (5.16), (5.17) and keeping in mind all previous notations, we can write additional normality equations as well. They look like
Here λ in (5.19) is a scalar factor. However, it is not a parameter with undetermined or deliberate value. Its value is determined by the equation (5.19) itself:
Due to formula (5.21) the equation (5.19) can be written as follows:
Under some additional restriction for generalized Legendre map (see definition 6.1 in paper [26] ) the role of weak and additional normality equations is described by the following result (see theorems 8.1, 11.1, and 12.1 in paper [26] ).
Theorem 5.1. Strong normality condition for Newtonian dynamical system (4.6) in multidimensional case n 3 is equivalent to complete system of normality equations (5.14), (5.18), (5.19), (5.20) that should be fulfilled at all points q = (p, p) of cotangent bundle T * M , where p = 0.
Two-dimensional case is an exception. Here we have the following result.
Theorem 5.2. Strong normality condition for Newtonian dynamical system (4.6) in the dimension n = 2 is equivalent to weak normality equations (5.14) that should be fulfilled at all points q = (p, p) of cotangent bundle T * M , where p = 0.
Weak normality equations (5.14) and additional normality equations (5.18), (5.19), (5.20) , as well as the equations (5.22) , are written in terms of extended tensor fields and covariant derivatives in p-representation. Our goal below is to transform all of them to v-representation.
Transformation of projection operator.
Projection operator P with components (5.6) is present in each normality equation. Let's transform it to v-representation. For W i in (5.6) we have
Here we used formula (5.5) for W i and notations (2.7). Formula p s • λ = L s is quite obvious (see formulas (1.6), where generalized Legendre map λ is defined by functions L 1 , . . . , L n in local chart). By L i in (6.1) we denote components of extended vector field L dual to extended covector field L with respect to nonsymmetric extended metric tensor (2.7). Now let's transform extended scalar field Ω that forms denominator of fraction in formula (5.6). Applying λ to formula (5.7), we derive
For the last sum in (6.2) by similarity we used the same notation |L| 2 as in Riemannian geometry, though the length of vector L here is understood in the sense of extended metric (2.7). Combining (6.1) and (6.2), for components of P we get
Note that formula (6.3) for P i j looks like formula for components of orthogonal projector in Riemannian geometry. Writing Ω • λ and P i j
• λ in (6.2) and (6.3) means that we take v-representation of extended tensor fields Ω and P, which are initially in p-representation. But having transformed them to v-representation, we can then omit λ symbol, i. e. we can write
assuming both sides of the equalities (6.4) to be in v-representation. Below we shall use the same convention for other extended tensor fields U, α, β, η, A, B, and C.
Weak normality equations in v-representation.
Now let's continue transforming tensor fields used in writing weak normality equations (5.14). For ∇ i V s in (5.8), applying formula (3.6), we derive
Left hand side of (7.1) is equal to zero. Therefore we have the equality
Now we can substitute (7.2) into (5.8). Taking into account (6.1), then we get
Components of covector field Q in p-representation define Newtonian dynamical system (4.6). However, its components in v-representation have no direct relation to (4.5). This means that Q i • λ in (7.3) should be expressed through F i . Combining (1.10) with formulas (4.3) and (4.4), we get the following expression for Q i • λ:
By introducing extended covector field F dual to extended vector field F with respect to metric (2.7) we can simplify (7.4) a little bit more
For L i , L q , F i , and F q we have the following relationships:
Comparing (7.6) and (7.7), we see that due to asymmetry of metric (2.7) they are slightly different. For the sake of certainty we say that L i and L q are right-dual to each other, while F i and F q are left-dual. Substituting (7.5) into (7.3), we get
According to our convention, we omitted symbol λ in left hand side of (7.8) since this is ultimate expression for components of covector field U in v-representation. Next step is to transform extended vector field α with components (5.9). By means of formula (3.5) for covariant derivative ∇ r W k we derive:
Now, if we apply formula (7.2) to ∇ r V q
• λ in formula (7.9), we obtain
Using formula (7.10), we can transform second term in right hand side of (5.9):
Using formulas (2.6) and (7.5), for third term in right hand side of (5.9) we derive
Transforming first term in right hand side of (5.9) needs no special efforts. Indeed, for∇ k V r we use formula (2.7). As a result we get
Components of covector field U in right hand side of (7.13) are already transformed to v-representation, see formula (7.8).
In fourth term in right hand side of (5.9) we see∇ k Q r . Applying formulas (2.6) and (7.5), for this derivative we obtain the following expression:
(7.14)
Using formula (7.14), for the fourth term in right hand side of (5.9) we derive
Last term in right hand side of (5.9) contains components of dynamic curvature tensor D. In p-representation they are given by formula (5.11). In v-representation we have analogous formula for components of dynamic curvature tensor:
Note that (5.11) and (7.16) define two different extended tensor fields (not two representations of the same field). But there is very simple relationship binding components of these two fields in p and v-representations:
On the base of (7.17) for last term in right hand side of (5.9) we derive:
Now we can summarize above calculations (7.11), (7.12), (7.13), (7.15), (7.18) and write formula for components of extended covector field α in v-representation:
Second normality equation in (5.14) is written in terms of components of covector field η. In order to use formula (5.13) for η k we should first transform covector field β with components (5.10) to v-representation. Using (3.5) and (7.2), we get
For U k in right hand side of (7.20) we should use (7.8) since covector field U is already transformed to v-representation. Substituting (7.20) into (5.10), for the first term in right hand side of (5.10) we derive
In order to transform∇ r U k to v-representation we apply formula (2.6). This yields
Applying (7.22) and (7.5), for the second term in right hand side of (5.10) we get
(7.23)
In order to transform third term in right hand side of (5.10) we use (7.2) and (7.8):
(7.24)
Further we need to transform ∇ k Q r . Using (3.5), (7.2), and (7.5), we get
Now let's substitute (7.25) into fourth term in right hand side of (5.10). This yields
Next steps are related to curvature tensors in formula (5.10). Curvature tensor R in v-representation is given by the following formula (see Chapter III of thesis [16] ):
(7.27) Like (5.11) and (7.16), formulas (5.12) and (7.26) express two different extended tensor field in different representations. However, the relation of these two tensor fields can be described by the following rather simple formula:
Components of curvature tensor R in right hand side of (7.28) are calculated according to the formula (7.27). Using (7.17) and (7.28), we can transform last two terms in right hand side of (5.10). As a result we get
Now we can summarize above calculations and write formula for components of covector field β. Combining (7.21), (7.23), (7.24), (7.26), (7.29), and (7.30), we get
Components of covector field L in (7.31) are determined by generalized Legendre transformation (1.6), components of its dual vector field L are given first formula (7.6), and components of covector field U in (7.31) are determined by formula (7.8).
Also we should keep in mind formulas (7.7) binding vectorial and covectorial form of force field F and formulas (7.16) and (7.27) for curvature tensors. Since α and β are already transformed to v-representation, formula for components of covector field η is very simple. It is derived from (5.13):
(7.32)
Here |L| 2 is v-representation of scalar field Ω (see formula (6.2)). As for weak normality equations, in v-representation we can use their initial form (5.14) since all extended tensor fields forming these equations are already transformed to v-representation (see (6.4), (7.19) , and (7.32)). 
In deriving (8.1) we used (2.6) and (6.1). Components of tensor field B are given by a little bit more complicated formula. For them we have
In deriving (8.2) we used formulas (7.22), (7.17), (7.10), and (2.6). In the last step we should transform formula (5.17) for components of extended tensor field C to v-representation. Using (7.20), (7.22), (7.10), (7.17), and (7.28), we get 
Connection invariance.
Let's recall that (4.5) is a tensorial form of differential equations (1.1). In order to write (4.5) we need to choose some extended connection Γ in M . However, strong normality condition in definition 5.2, from which weak and additional normality equation were derived in [26] , is irrelative to the choice of Γ when applied to Newtonian dynamical system (1.1). Therefore we should prove that complete system of normality equations is invariant under the change of connection components, provided functions Φ i in differential equations (1.1) are unchanged. This means that we should consider gauge transformations
1)
Here T k ij are components of symmetric extended tensor field T. Tensor fields L, g, Ω = |L| 2 , and P are obviously invariant under gauge transformations (9.1):
Applying (9.2) to (8.1), we find that extended tensor field A with components (8.1) is invariant under gauge transformations (9.1):
Due to (9.3) and (9.2) additional normality equation (5.18) is invariant under gauge transformations (9.1). Applying formulas (9.1) and (9.2) to (7.7), for covectorial form of force field of dynamical system (4.5) we derive the following transformation rule:
Connection components are used in formula (3.4). Therefore we have
From (9.4) and (9.5) for covector field U we derive transformation rule
For dynamic curvature tensor D by differentiating (9.1) we get
Curvature tensor R is determined by connection components according to formula (7.28). Here we have the following transformation rule:
Further let's derive transformation rules for covariant derivatives of covector field U. For covariant derivative∇ q U s , applying formula (9.6), we obtaiñ
(9.9)
Transformation rule for covariant derivative ∇ q U s is more complicated:
(9.10)
Now we can combine (9.9), (9.7), (9.6), and (9.5) according to formula (8.2):
Using (2.7) for∇ q L m and canceling similar terms in the above formula, we get
Here we used formula (6.4) for P q k . Substituting (9.11) into normality equation (5.19) and taking into account another normality equation (5.18), we find that (5.19) is invariant under gauge transformations (9.1). Now let's apply transformation rules (9.10), (9.9), (9.8), (9.7), (9.6), and (9.5) to formula (8.3) for components of covector field C in v-representation:
We used Z rs in order to denote contribution of those terms in (8.3) which have denominator |L| 2 . By dots we denote terms symmetric in indices r and s. They do not affect the ultimate form of the equations (5.20) . When collecting similar terms in the above formula some terms cancel each other. As a result we have
In deriving (9.12) we used formula g qk =∇ k L q (see (2.7) above). For Z rs in (9.12) we have rather huge formula derived from formula (8.3) for C rs :
Upon collecting and canceling similar terms for Z rs we get shorter expression
Now we can substitute (9.13) into (9.12) for further transformations. Keeping in mind formula (6.4) for components of projector field P, we get
One can find four summands in right hand side of this relationship for C rs (sums in round brackets are considered as a single term). Let's transform second summand containing fraction with numerator skew-symmetric in indices q and m:
Here we used formula (6.4) for P q a again. Note that last term in right hand side of the above formula vanishes due to skew symmetry of the expression under summation with respect to indices m and a. Then for C rs we obtain
In deriving this formula we used (8.2) for B m s . Now we shall apply similar trick with skew symmetry for transforming last term in the above formula:
(9.14)
Last term in (9.14) is symmetric with respect to indices r and s. Therefore we can denote it by dots when substituting (9.14) into formula for C rs . As a result we get Now let's consider weak normality equations (5.14). In order to prove similar theorem for them we should derive transformation rules for vector field α and covector field η. For applying (9.1) to (7.19) we need to perform some preliminary calculations. From (9.5) for covariant derivative∇ q ∇ s L r we derivẽ
qs .
(9.16) Now, using (7.19), (9.4), (9.5), (9.6), (9.7), and (9.16), for α k we obtain
Looking attentively at the above formula, we see that almost all terms in right hand side do cancel each other. As a result we get the following transformation rule:
This means that first equation (5.14) is invariant under gauge transformations (9.1). In order to treat second equation (5.14) we need to derive transformation rule for covector fields β and η given by formulas (7.31) and (7.32). In (7.31) we have the entry of second order covariant derivative ∇ k ∇ m L r and first order covariant derivative ∇ k F r . For ∇ k ∇ m L r we derive the following transformation rule: In a similar way for ∇ k F r we derive transformation rule which looks like: Now let's combine (9.1), (9.2), (9.4), (9.5), (9.6), (9.7), (9.8), (9.9), (9.10), and two above formulas (9.18) and (9.19) . Then for β k given by formula (7.31) we obtain 
Totally in right hand side of the above formula we have 97 terms apart from β k . Lets denote them by T [i]. Then formula can be written as
Now we can write (9.21) in explicit form. This form is rather observable one: Looking attentively at the above formula (9.22), one can find that it can be further transformed. Namely, one can extract common factors in all terms: Combining (9.24) with (9.23) and applying formula (7.19), we can provide substantial simplification of formula (7.23) . Now it looks like
Let's remember formula (7.32) for η k . Applying (9.6), (9.17) , and (9.25) to (7.32) and using formula (6.4) for projector components, we derive If we recall first equation (5.14), we see that (9.26) is equivalent to η k → η k (9.27) This means that covector field η is invariant under gauge transformations (9.1). Due to (9.17) and (9.27) both weak normality equations (5.14) are invariant under gauge transformations (9.1). This result can be stated as a theorem.
Theorem 9.2. Weak normality equations (5.14) transformed to v-representation are invariant under gauge transformations (9.1).
Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 mean that normality equations (5.14), (5.18), (5.19) , and (5.20), when applied to Newtonian dynamical system (1.1), do not actually depend on connection components Γ k ij . Therefore we can substitute
and write normality equations in connection free form. In such form each term of these equations has no separate tensorial interpretation and one should find invariant (coordinate-free) interpretation for the equations in whole. However, this is separate problem which will be studied later.
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